
Haggis or Chocolate?

1. Noun

2. Noun

3. Adverb

4. Noun

5. Noun

6. Noun

7. Noun

8. Adjective

9. Verb

10. Noun

11. Adjective

12. Adjective

13. Verb

14. Determiner

15. Noun

16. Verb - Past Tense

17. Proper Noun

18. Possessive Ending

19. Noun

20. Preposition Or Subordinating Conjunction

21. Coordinating Conjunction

22. Proper Noun

23. Pronoun
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Haggis or Chocolate?

Ms Leslie was in a Noun conundrum.

It was Burns night. again. and since it was January - snowing. again.

But a Noun offer to attend a Chocolate tasting in Boston, or was it ______? had Adverb

appeared.

Burns night means Haggis.

Haggis, as you may or may not know, is a sconsie pudding, or scottish hot dog made from Sheep. The

ingredients are most often Lamb heart, lung and Noun . Add to that some oats or Noun , some

nutmeg and Noun , and throw it all together in a sheep stomach lining or Noun _________.

Top it off and disinfect it with some Adjective Whisky before ingesting. Who would want to

Verb miss that? [ Noun perhaps].

Chocolate on the other hand; almost always Adjective and wonderful.

Chocolate is now considered healthy and Adjective full of antiOxidants. It can also raise your seratonin

or " Verb " levels - that is similar to the feeling of being in love.

Eating Haggis on the other hand - was similar to the feeling of being in Determiner .



On the Pro side of Burns night = men in kilts or Noun .

on the Con side = men in Verb - Past Tense .

Pro = Rock Band w friendly drunks.

Con = Rock band with clueless bug thumbed Proper Noun .

Pros for Chocolate = Chocolate.

Cons for Chocolate = _________ Boston Drivers.

So, which will it be? Lungs, Haikus and Possessive ending ? or Melt in your mouth happiness and

Noun ?

Well if she's here Preposition or subordinating conjunction !

and if she inna, Coordinating conjunction Proper Noun !

Cheers and Whisky and Pronoun to those who made it.
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